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Abstract

Momenta spectra of protons emitted following the capture of K− in 6Li and 12C have been measured
with 1% resolution. The 12C spectrum is smooth whereas for 6Li a well defined peak appears at about
500 MeV/c. The first observation of a structure in this region was identified as a strange tribaryon or,
possibly, a K̄-nuclear state. The peak is correlated with a π− coming from Σ− decay in flight, selected by
setting the π momentum larger than 275 MeV/c. The Σ− could be produced, together with a 500 MeV/c

proton, by the capture of a K− in a deuteron-cluster substructure of the 6Li nucleus. The capture rate for
such a reaction is (1.62 ± 0.23stat

+0.71
−0.44(sys))%/K−

stop, in agreement with the existing observations on 4He

targets and with the hypothesis that the 6Li nucleus can be interpreted as a (d + α) cluster.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 21.80.+a; 21.45.+v; 21.30.Fe; 25.80.Nv

Keywords: K− induced reaction in nuclei; Proton inclusive spectra; Deeply bound K−-nucleons states; FINUDA
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1. Introduction

The capture process of a negative kaon in a nucleus recently raised renewed interest in the
search of the so-called deeply bound K̄-nuclear systems, predicted by Akaishi and Yamazaki [1].
These states consist of few-body strange (S = −1) systems composed of nucleons strongly bound
to a K̄ . The strength of the K̄N attractive interaction, in the I = 0 configuration, allows for the
stability of the system, as well as for its compactness [2]. The binding energies predicted for
these states are rather sizeable, and the K̄N(I=0) interaction should be so strong (according to
the hypothesis of these authors) that the widths of these aggregates may be very narrow. In fact,
the main decay mode of the K̄N system is Σπ . However, if the potential well is deep enough,
even the Σπ channel can turn out to be energetically forbidden. In this framework, these states
are expected to be formed with larger probabilities in lighter nuclei.

A signal with features compatible to these theoretical expectations was recently found for
the (K−-three nucleon) system by exploiting the missing mass method (KEK-PS E471 experi-
ment) [3,4], and for the (K−-two nucleon) aggregate by studying the invariant mass of the (Λp)
system (FINUDA at LNF) [5]. K−’s were stopped in both experiments, on a liquid 4He target
in the first case, and on thin solid targets of several nuclear species (6Li, 7Li, 12C) in the sec-
ond. E471 claimed evidence for the existence of two different deeply bound K−-states, dubbed
as S0(3115) and S+(3140), observed in the inclusive proton and neutron spectra, respectively.
They correspond to binding energies of about 193 and 169 MeV, are less than 21 MeV wide and
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both decay in the ΣNN channel. On the other hand, FINUDA observed a structure decaying
into a back-to-back Λp pair at a mass of about 2255 MeV (corresponding to a binding energy
BK−pp = 115+6

−5(stat)+3
−4(sys) MeV), with Γ = 67+14

−11(stat)+2
−3(sys) MeV.

A further hint for the existence of a strange multibaryon, namely 15
K−O, with a K− bound with

a binding energy of ∼ 90 (or 120) MeV was reported by Kishimoto et al. [6] by exploiting the
(K−, n) reaction at 930 MeV/c, again based on a missing-mass analysis.

Aside from the mentioned model, other theoretical approaches exist. Some of them admit the
existence of bound kaon-nuclear states but with shallower binding potentials [7]; therefore the
expected widths of these states are too large to allow their experimental observation.

A dynamical approach, that allows the polarization of the nucleus by the strong K−-nucleus
interaction, was recently proposed by Mareš et al. [8]. In their calculations the depth of the K̄-
nucleus potential is density dependent, and the existence of rather narrow (slightly less than 50
MeV wide) deeply bound kaonic states is expected in nuclei heavier than 12C, for a deep binding
energy in the range BK̄ ∼ (100–200) MeV. This approach suggests that, for the much stronger
nuclear polarization obtained in Refs. [3,4] for a target as light as 4He, any K̄-nucleus deeply
bound state would be too broad to allow clear observation.

Another theoretical argument against the existence of deeply bound kaonic states was put
forward by Oset et al. [9], who criticize the first theoretical approach simply showing that the
observed signals can be easily explained in terms of few body K− absorption reactions and their
elementary kinematics. The occurrence of K− absorption in nuclei with nucleons emission is
indeed a well-known process which occurs with a capture rate of the order of 10–20%, so the
possibility of observing pions and nucleons in the final state of such processes is sizeable, and
this simple interpretation seems to be quite realistic.

We must also recall that the experimental observations obtained so far are not in perfect
agreement with the Akaishi–Yamazaki model expectations. In fact, E471 S0 and S+ states have
binding energy much larger than the predictions from the model. Moreover, their isospin is neces-
sarily equal to one, contrary to the expectation of a singlet isospin configuration to preferentially
allow for deeply bound states. Even the observation of a (K−pp) bound system by FINUDA is
not completely consistent with the features required by this model, especially as far as the isospin
and the expected width are concerned. Therefore, the quest for the existence of such states is still
open and experimental confirmations are eagerly awaited.

In this paper we report the results of a study of the proton spectra (inclusive and semi-
inclusive) emitted in the interaction of K− at rest with 6Li and 12C nuclei, to be compared to
the results of Refs. [3,4] on 4He. The same missing mass analysis technique followed by the
authors of Refs. [3,4] has been basically applied in the present case also. First results of this
analysis are reported in Ref. [10].

2. Experiment, data selection and spectrum shape analysis

The experiment was performed with the magnetic spectrometer FINUDA, dedicated to Hy-
pernuclear Physics and installed at the DA�NE φ factory at Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati
of INFN. Details on the structure of the FINUDA spectrometer, on the measured performance
as well as on the conditions of the data taking in the 2003–2004 exploratory run can be found
in Refs. [11–13]. We recall that the detector features a momentum resolution from 0.5 to 1.5%
fwhm (depending on the mass and momentum of the charged particle), an angular acceptance
close to 2π sr and good particle identification. The main apparatus features are briefly sketched
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in the following. From the beam axis outward three parts can be distinguished, as described
hereafter.

• The interaction/target region. It is located at the center of the apparatus. Here the kaons from
the φ decay are identified by means of a 12-thin-slab scintillator array, with the resolution
σ ∼ 250 ps. This barrel is surrounded by an octagonal array of silicon microstrips (ISIM,
acronym of Internal Sllicon Microstrips) providing a first precise (σ ∼ 30 µm) position mea-
surement for the determination of the interaction point of the K+, K− pairs from of the φ

decay, in the facing target modules. The target array consists of eight slabs facing the mi-
crostrip modules and placed a few millimeters from them, thin enough to stop the K− as
close as possible to the outer surface of the tile. Different solid materials have been chosen
as targets in the 2003–2004 data taking (6Li, 7Li, 12C, 27Al, 51V);

• The external tracking device. It consists of four layers of position sensitive detectors,
arranged in coaxial geometry and immersed in a helium atmosphere to minimize multiple
scattering, inside a 1.0 T solenoidal magnetic field. Facing the target tiles a further array of
ten Silicon microstrip modules (OSIM, Outer Sllicon Microstrips) is placed, with basically
the same features as the internal ones. The next tracking devices are:
(i) two octagonal arrays of He–iC4H10 (70–30) filled low mass drift chambers, featuring a

spatial resolution σρφ ∼ 150 µm and σz ∼ 1 cm;
(ii) a straw tube detector, at 1.1 m from the beam axis, composed of six layers of longitudinal

and stereo tubes providing a spatial resolution σρφ ∼ 150 µm and σz ∼ 0.5 cm;
• The external time-of-flight detector. The external TOF detector is a barrel of 72 scintillator

slabs, 10 cm thick, providing signals for the first level trigger and time of flight measure-
ments, with a time resolution of σ ∼ 350 ps. It allows also the detection of neutrons with a
∼ 10% efficiency and an energy resolution of 8 MeV fwhm, for 80 MeV neutrons.

Out of five different nuclear species used for the eight targets, only 6Li and 12C were consid-
ered in the present analysis. Data collected in the 2003–2004 exploratory run were used.

Fig. 1(a) shows the inclusive proton spectra for 6Li (two targets) and Fig. 1(b) for 12C (three
targets), not acceptance corrected. The acceptance correction is effective only in the lower mo-
mentum region of both plots, and does not affect the shape in the region beyond 400 MeV/c,
where it is basically constant. In the lower momentum region it is a monotonic rising function.

Fig. 1. Inclusive proton spectra measured following the K− capture at rest from 6Li (a) and 12C (b).
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The spectra correspond to (3307 ± 2stat ± 165sys) × 103 reconstructed K− stops in two 6Li
targets, and (4831 ± 2stat ± 142sys) × 103 ones in three 12C targets. A systematic error of 5%
can be assigned to these numbers due to a wrong K+/K− identification, that is based only on
kinematics and the position information provided by ISIM, and consequently a wrong assignment
of their stopping point in the targets.

The events were selected applying the following criteria:

(i) high quality tracks, i.e. long tracks crossing the full spectrometer with a hit on each of the
four tracking detectors, selected with the strict requirement of a good χ2 out of the track
fitting procedure;

(ii) at least one proton per event recognized by particle identification (energy loss in the outer
Si-microstrip array) with a probability > 94%;

(iii) a vertex reconstructed inside the fiducial volumes of the chosen targets.

The spectrum for 12C shows a smooth distribution with a maximum around 400 MeV/c and
two distortions at about 450 and 520 MeV/c. The distribution is largely due to multinucleon K−
absorption and, for a fraction, to non-mesonic decays of all kinds of hyperfragments produced
following the capture of K−. A possible contribution due to protons originating from direct
(K−,p) reactions in nuclei via weak interactions may be neglected due to the smallness of
the expected capture rate. The lower cut at ∼ 200 MeV/c is due to the momentum acceptance
for four-hit tracks, determined by the size of the spectrometer and the value of the solenoidal
magnetic field.

The spectrum of 6Li shows, in addition to protons from multinucleon K− absorption and from
non-mesonic decay of the 5

ΛHe, 4
ΛHe and 4

ΛH hyperfragments (populating the region between 300
and 450 MeV/c), a prominent and narrow structure peaked at ∼ 500 MeV/c.

A feeble signal can also be distinguished at about 580 MeV/c. Probably it is due to the
absorption reaction K−(NN) → ΛN , but it’s also worth noting that in this region one would
expect the emission of deuterons in the rare decay of the hyperhelium fragment 4

ΛHe → d + d

(570 MeV/c being the expected momentum value of the emitted deuteron). However, due to the
smallness of the expected branching ratio, it is quite unlikely that this reaction could contribute
to our inclusive spectrum.

We recall that in Ref. [5] a hint for the existence of a (K−pp) bound state decaying into Λp

was put forward. In this case, due to the estimated binding energy of the state (about 110 MeV),
the proton momentum should be peaked at ∼ 420 MeV/c. The protons from its decay are of
course included in Fig. 1(a) but, given a reported capture rate of the order of 10−3/(stopped K−),
one can safely ignore the contribution of such a channel.

3. Data interpretation and discussion

The peak around 500 MeV/c in the 6Li spectrum is at about the same position as the inclusive
peak observed by E471 in Ref. [3]. Before giving physical interpretations to it, a number of
instrumental or elementary physical effects as the possible origin of this signal were studied, and
discarded for the reasons discussed in the following.

A first suspect for a possible fake effect comes from the observation that 510 MeV/c is just
the momentum of the (e+, e−) beams stored in the DA�NE collider to produce the φ(1020),
whose decay into (K+,K−) is the source of K− for FINUDA. Besides the argument that, if any
positron leakage could affect this analysis, one should observe such an effect in both 6Li and 12C
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targets, a clear-cut consideration comes from the analysis of the momentum spectrum of negative
particles, selected with the same criteria used to recognize the protons. No events were found by
requiring negative tracks having the same energy release in the outer array of Si-microstrips as
that required for protons. Due to the symmetric behavior of e+ and e−, this possible source of
fake events can be safely discarded.

A physical phenomenon which could be a source of 508 MeV/c protons is the “rare” two-
body decay 4

ΛHe → 3H+p, that should appear in the spectrum from 6Li but not in 12C since 4
ΛHe

is one of the few hyperfragments produced from a 6Li target, but many others may be produced
from 12C (the relative production rates account for the different shapes of the spectra in Fig. 1).
This proton source was estimated as negligible by the authors of Refs. [3,4] by analyzing the light
outputs from the scintillators in order to select “fast” pions accompanying the formation of 4

ΛHe.
With FINUDA, a very powerful criterion could be adopted exploiting the information provided
by the Si-microstrip modules. The energy release of the hits in the ISIM moduli facing the 6Li tar-
gets emitting the proton were asked to be consistent to the passage of a ∼ 510 MeV/c 3H particle.

The number of events fulfilling the condition of a proton in the (480–530) MeV/c range, with
a back-to-back particle with an energy release compatible to a triton was (58±8stat). Out of these
events, only two have an additional π− in coincidence. At this stage of the analysis it is rather
hard to convert this number into an upper limit for the 4

ΛHe → 3H + p two-body rare decay due
to the uncertainties in the determination of the 4

ΛHe production rate. However it is clear that the
relative rate of this reaction is negligible and it cannot therefore be the source of an effect as
sizeable as the one observed in the data.

To have a better insight into the features of the observed proton peak from 6Li, a few scatter
plots have been studied in order to point out possible correlations between the particles in the
peak and other particles of the same event tracked and identified in the apparatus.

The scatter plot of the two momenta for events with two tracks recognized as two distinct
protons is reported in Fig. 2(a); if the second track is identified as a deuteron, the plot is shown
in Fig. 2(b).

None of these show any particular correlation. In Fig. 2(a) two enhancements, almost sym-
metrical in the x and y projections, can be seen in the 400–450 MeV/c range with different
intensities due to different reconstruction efficiencies for the two tracks. These enhancements
can be associated to the K−(pp) → Σ0p reaction. In Fig. 2(b) the 500 MeV/c proton sig-

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional scatter plot of the proton momentum versus (a) a second proton track or (b) a deuteron track,
both recognized by specific energy loss, and coming from a common vertex in 6Li targets.
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional plot of the π− momentum versus the proton momentum from 6Li (a) and 12C (b).

Fig. 4. Momentum spectrum of π− in coincidence with a proton: 6Li (a) and 12C (b). The vertical lines indicate the limit
for Λ hyperfragments production. The narrow peaks in (b) are due to the formation of the ground state and the 10 MeV
excited state of 12

ΛC.

nals are correlated to a smooth phase space deuteron distribution, whose lower limit is at about
300 MeV/c and with a maximum at about 600 MeV/c.

More interesting is the correlation between the proton spectra of Fig. 1 and the momentum
spectra of a π− emitted from the same vertex. Fig. 3(a) shows the scatter plot of the π− versus
proton momentum spectrum for 6Li, Fig. 3(b) for 12C. The main difference between the plots
is the presence of a correlation between high-momentum protons (∼ 500 MeV/c) with a high-
momentum π− (> 300 MeV/c) in 6Li, that does not show up so clearly in 12C.

In Fig. 4 we report the corresponding π− momentum spectra for 6Li and 12C.
Fig. 5 shows (white histograms) the proton momentum spectra correlated with a π−. The grey

histograms represent the proton momentum spectra when the coincidence π− has a momentum
larger than, respectively, 275 MeV/c for 6Li and 272 MeV/c for 12C (these values are marked in
Fig. 4 with a vertical line). This requirement is due to the fact that π−’s with momenta lower than
275 MeV/c for 6Li and 272 MeV/c for 12C should be mostly associated with the production of
Λ-hyperfragments—275 MeV/c is the kinematical limit for the reaction K−

stop + 6Li → 5
ΛHe +

p + π−, while 272 MeV/c is the limit for the reaction K−
stop + 12C → 12

Λ Cg.s. + π− [12].
A number of K− induced reactions on 6Li, or some substructures of it (4He, deuterons), have

been studied in order to identify the main source of the observed signature. Indeed, the possibility
of interaction of a K− on a substructure of a light nucleus like 6Li is rather sizeable. In fact, in
several reactions a 6Li nucleus was observed to behave like a (d + α) cluster, with the two
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Fig. 5. Momentum spectrum of protons in coincidence with a π−: (a) 6Li, (b) 12C. The shaded spectra are obtained
with the condition of a π− momentum larger than 275 MeV/c for 6Li and 272 MeV/c for 12C. The black spectra are
obtained with the further condition of an angular correlation cos θ(π−p) < −0.8.

nuclei in relative s-wave. This behavior was in particular observed in (π+,2p) reactions in flight
[14,15] and (π−,2n) reactions at rest [16,17]. The same behavior holds also for 4He, which can
be understood as a cluster of two deuterons. The momentum distribution of a deuteron cluster in
6Li has two peaks—one at low momentum (< 100 MeV/c), and the other at higher momentum
(∼ 300 MeV/c), due to the “quasi”-deuteron contained in the α cluster (“quasi” here indicates
a few-nucleon cluster in a composite nucleus) [18]. On the other hand, for the case of 4He, the
low momentum component is missing and the deuteron momentum distribution has a maximum
at about 150 MeV/c.

Therefore, the observed inclusive proton spectra in 6Li could come from the interaction of a
K− with a nucleus as a whole, but also with one substructure of it, a “quasi”-4He or a “quasi”-
deuteron. The first case could compare well to the K− 4He reaction (as studied from E471). The
different distribution of the deuteron momentum in the two cases does not entail large distortions,
except a smearing of the signal observed in 4He as compared to the 6Li case, so the structures
observed in the inclusive spectra out of 6Li and 4He could have the same nature. The possibility
of disentangling nuclear substructures holds only for light nuclei. In nuclei as heavy as, for
instance, 12C, were this reaction still effective, the presence of the surrounding nucleons would
severely smear the signal making the observation of such a reaction practically impossible. This
fact agrees with the absence of a clean signal in the momentum spectra of protons out of the
carbon targets.

Using the FINUDA data, with the hypothesis that the grey spectrum reported in Fig. 5 is due
to the K− + 4He → S0 + p reaction, a fit of the missing mass spectrum shown in Fig. 6 with
a Gaussian function delivers the values m = (3116.4 ± 3.0) MeV and σ = (25.57 ± 0.54) MeV,
respectively, as mass and width of the hypothetical S0 state (corresponding to a peak momentum
value of (499.6 ± 2.2) MeV/c). These values were obtained assuming that the signal stands
on a background whose shape may be roughly approximated by the shape of the analogous
distribution obtained from 12C data, that is smoother, not peaked and moved about 40 MeV
forward compared to the one from 6Li. The values obtained are in good agreement with those
reported by E471 in Ref. [3]. The contribution from the background amounts to about 30% of
the integrated histogram.

The S0 is here understood as a (K−pnn) bound state; its decay mode is assumed to be the
YNN channel (for a discussion on the possible decay for such states see [2,20]). The measured
width is larger than the upper limit of 21 MeV of Ref. [3], in spite of the better momentum
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Fig. 6. Missing mass spectrum obtained in the hypothesis of the reaction K− +4He → X+p, for data with reconstructed
vertices on 6Li targets; the 4He nucleus is assumed to be at rest and not subject to any Fermi motion. The dashed curve
is a background shape fitting the analogous spectrum obtained for 12C under the same hypothesis, adapted to the tail of
the 6Li distribution; the sum of this contribution to a Gaussian fitting the peak (dotted line), properly weighted, gives the
solid line fitting the distribution.

resolution. This effect could be easily explained by referring to the internal motion of the “quasi”-
4He cluster inside 6Li. It is consistent with the width of the lower peak in the quasi-deuteron
momentum distribution in 6Li.

The values found for the mass and width of the signal were inserted in the simulations of the
kinematics of several reactions aiming to single out the one that gives a signature compatible
with the observed distributions. In Fig. 7 a summary of the shape of the expected π− spectra in
the following K− induced reactions is reported (the branching ratios are not normalized):

(a) K− + d → p + Σ−, on a deuteron at rest: the expected momentum for the proton is
515 MeV/c, and the Σ− is forced to decay in flight into n + π−;

(b) K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the following S0 → Λnn decay;
(c) K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the following S0 → Σ−np decay;
(d) K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the following S0 → Σ−np decay and Σ−p → Λn conversion;
(e) K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the following S0 → Σ−d decay.

The expected momentum of the proton recoiling against the simulated S0 is 501 MeV/c. The
only reactions which could be responsible for the observed signature are (a), (c) and (e)—that
means that π− of momenta larger than the above limits are associated to the in-flight decay
of Σ− → n + π− produced either in the quasi two-body reaction K− + (np) → Σ− + p on
correlated (np) pairs, or deuterons, in the nuclei, or following the decay of the deeply bound K−-
nuclear states into Σ−NN . All the nuclei are assumed to be at rest, and no Fermi momentum is
assigned in the simulation to any of them. It basically only smears the edges of the distributions.

An experimental confirmation that the π− comes from a hyperon decay and not exactly from
the vertex in which the proton is emitted can be obtained from the study of the impact parameter
for each of the two particles, emitted from the same 6Li target. The impact parameter is here
defined as the distance of closest approach between the K− stop point (calculated by tracking the
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Fig. 7. Monte Carlo momentum spectra for the π− coming from a hyperon decay together with a ∼ 500 MeV/c proton
in the following reactions: (a) black solid line: K− + d → p + Σ−; (b) dashed line: K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the
following S0 → Λnn decay; (c) dotted line: K− +4He → S0 +p, with the following S0 → Σ−np decay; (d) dot-dashed
line: K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the following S0 → Σ−np decay and Σ−p → Λn conversion; (e) grey solid line:
K− + 4He → S0 + p, with the following S0 → Σ−d decay. The spectra show the pure kinematics of the reaction
without any filtering through the apparatus acceptance and reconstruction. The hyperon is always assumed to decay in
flight. The 4He and d target nuclei are assumed to be at rest and not embedded inside a composite nucleus. When they
are endowed with a Fermi momentum, which depends on the target nucleus, the distributions are moved toward higher
momenta and their edges are more smeared.

Fig. 8. Distributions of the impact parameter for Monte Carlo data, after reconstruction, in the two cases: (a) production
of an uncorrelated π−p pair from the K− vertex, and (b) production of Σ− and p from the decay vertex, and following
Σ− decay. The open histograms correspond to the proton, and the hatched ones to the π− case.

particle inside the target material with GEANE routines [19]) and the particle track, extrapolated
backwards to the target region, by means of GEANE routines as well.

Fig. 8 shows the expected distributions after the reconstruction in the FINUDA apparatus of
Monte Carlo events with (a) an incorrelated pion and proton pair emitted from the same K−
vertex, and (b) a proton and a Σ− emitted from the K− vertex, and a π− coming from the Σ−
decay.

While in the first case no difference is seen in the distributions, in the second a substantial
shape difference can be appreciated, even if a direct estimation of the decay length cannot easily
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Fig. 9. Distribution of the impact parameter for protons (white histogram) and pions (hatched histogram) following the
interaction of a K− in the 6Li targets. The vertical hatched histogram and the wavy one correspond to the proton and
π− impact parameter distributions for events with pπ− > 275 MeV/c.

be deduced. It is noteworthy how in the first case no sensible distortion due to multiple scattering
effects affects the two distributions.

The distributions of the distance of closest approach from experimental data are shown in
Fig. 9. The shapes of the distributions for the proton (open histogram) and the π− (hatched
histogram) are different and suggest that the pion is most probably produced away from the K−
vertex, even if the reconstruction algorithm associates the track to the same point.

In the same figure, the vertical (wavy) hatched histogram shows the experimental distribution
for the proton (π−) momentum in events where the π− momentum is required to be larger that
275 MeV/c, corresponding to the shaded histogram in Fig. 5(a). In this case, a large difference
between the two shapes can be observed, indicating that there is a high probability that the two
particles are really emitted from different points.

A handle to understand which of the reactions mentioned above could be the most favorable
source for the observed signature is given by the study of the angular correlation between the
π− and the proton. Were they coming from a reaction like (d) or (e), where the proton is emitted
together with the deeply bound S0 state and the π− comes from the decay of a Σ− that is
one of the products of the decay at rest of the S0, no particular angular correlation is expected.
Even in the case of the formation of a more complicated deeply bound structure in 6Li, made of
five baryons as in the reaction K− + 6Li → (K−ppnnn)+ p, no angular correlation is expected
between the recoiling proton and the π− presumably coming from the decay of a hyperon among
the deeply bound kaonic state decay products.

On the other hand, for a two-body process like (a) the proton and the Σ− should be emitted
back-to-back, and, if the Σ− decays in flight, the π− should keep track of the direction of travel
of its mother, therefore an angular correlation should be evident.

Such a correlation was searched for in the coincidence events giving the spectra of Fig. 5(a).
In Fig. 10 the angle between the proton and the π− track out of the 6Li targets is shown, properly
acceptance corrected. The white histogram corresponds to all the events, while the shaded one
to events with a fast π− (pπ− > 275 MeV/c). The effect of this cut is to eliminate small angle
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Fig. 10. Distribution of the angle between a proton and a π− track following the interaction of a K− in the 6Li targets:
the white histogram is for all events, the shaded one for events with the pion momentum larger than 275 MeV/c, the
hatched one for events with the proton momentum in the window (275–350) MeV/c. All the distributions are acceptance
corrected and normalized to the number of selected events in each sample.

events, keeping mainly back-to-back correlated ones. By requiring the condition cos θ(π−p) <

−0.8, the black distributions shown in Fig. 5 were obtained for both 6Li and 12C targets: the
peak in 6Li data is still prominent and possibly shrinks, while this selection has no particular
effect on the distribution out of 12C.

This observation is the most convincing proof in favor of the two-body reaction on two nu-
cleons with Σ−p production, and against the production of a deeply bound K− state with the
features suggested by E471. Since the missing mass spectrum analysis pointed out a close famil-
iarity between the signal observed by FINUDA and the one seen by E471, it might be plausible,
in this view, that the peak observed in the K− 4He reaction could be due to the interaction of the
K− on a deuteron-like substructure of the E471 4He target; therefore it appears to be unnecessary
to invoke the existence of one or even two deeply bound K− states to explain it.

3.1. Comments on the spectrum shape at lower momenta (∼ 300 MeV/c)

Fig. 5(a) shows clearly a further structure at about 300 MeV/c, that can be interpreted as a
further hint to a (α + d) behavior of 6Li in the K− capture. The possibility that it might be due
to an acceptance effect can be rather safely discarded since, as such, it should also be visible in
the 12C case. Moreover, the acceptance function is this region is steeply rising, but is smooth and
does not exhibit any structure.

Therefore, we suggest attributing it to the reaction K− +n → Λ+π− occurring on a neutron
of the deuteron cluster. The internal momentum of such a neutron in the quasi-deuteron substruc-
ture is low, given e.g. by the well-known Hulthén formula; the momentum of the quasi-deuteron
relative to the α-cluster is very small, as previously mentioned [15]. The total momentum of the
neutron inside a quasi-deuteron cluster is lower than 100 MeV/c. So the reaction on a neutron
in a quasi-deuteron cluster shows basically the same kinematic features of the reaction on a free
neutron, with the momenta of both Λ and π− around 250 MeV/c. The Λ decays in flight in a
(forward emitted) proton with a momentum of about 300 MeV/c, and a π− with a momentum
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around 110 MeV/c. This pion escapes the momentum acceptance of the reconstruction proce-
dure, and therefore is undetected. In Fig. 4(a) a hint of a peak for π− around 250 MeV/c can be
seen, and the scatter plot of Fig. 3(a) also shows a correlation between 300 MeV/c protons and
∼ 250 MeV/c π−.

The distribution of the angle between a proton with momentum selected in the window
(275–350) MeV/c and the π− is reported in the hatched histogram in Fig. 10. Even in this
case there is a marked preference for a back-to-back topology, consistent with the hypothesis
that the proton comes from the Λ decay, with the Λ emitted in the opposite direction to the π−,
in the K− + n → Λ + π− reaction occurring almost at rest.

3.2. Evaluation of the capture rate for the K− + (np) → Σ− + p reaction in 6Li

The evaluation of the capture rate for negative kaons inducing the two-body reaction under
examination is based on their tagging by means of the μ+ or π+ from the decay of the K+
emitted in the φ decay. Out of the selected events, the total number of kaons to which the selected
sample is normalized is obtained selecting those having also a positive track correctly identified
as a μ+ or π+. This track must come from a target opposite to the one where the K− stop occurs.

The capture rate for the selected events in coincidence with a μ+ or a π+ from the opposite
target (tagged events) is given by

R = N
tag
ev

N(K
− tag
stop ) · εD(ev) · εtag

G (ev)
, (1)

where N(K
− tag
stop ) is the number of K−’s stopping in the given target (for μ+/π+ tagged events),

εD(ev) is the detector efficiency for the selected events and εG(ev) is the global efficiency taking
into account the trigger and the reconstruction efficiency and the geometrical acceptance of the
apparatus. For events with a coincidence μ+/π+ the trigger efficiency is practically equal to
one; so R can be considered, in this case, as independent of the trigger efficiency. We recall that
the trigger applied (mainly to select hypernuclear formation events) required two back-to-back
slabs firing on the internal scintillator barrel, with signal amplitude above an energy threshold ac-
counting for the high ionization of slow kaons, and a fast coincidence on the external scintillator
barrel, to account for the presence of a μ+ from the K+ decay.

The global efficiency for the selected events is given, as usual, by

ε
tag
G (ev) = N

tag,MC
ev

N(K
− tag,MC
stop )

, (2)

while the detector efficiency εD(ev) must be carefully evaluated since the typical event is com-
posed of two four-point tracks almost back-to-back. For a four point track fully reconstructed in
a selected apparatus region (depending on the target position), the detector efficiency can be de-
duced by the simulation of well-known reactions, such as Kμ2 decay, comparing the simulated
and experimental decay branching ratios obtained for well identified muons emitted from the
same target. One can roughly assume that the detector efficiency for the two prongs of a typical
event of the reaction under study may be given by the combination of the efficiencies of two
single tracks—one emitted in the forward direction, and one in the backward hemisphere with
respect to the chosen target. On an event-by-event basis, it would be possible to assign to each
single track the correct forward/backward detector efficiency. In the rate calculation, however,
this assignment is not possible. So, as a first approximation and on average, the detector effi-
ciency for each track is assumed to be equal to the efficiency for positive muons emitted in both
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Table 1
Measured number of events, K− stops, efficiencies and capture rate for the reaction K− + (pn) → Σ−p. The number of
events and of stops are both tagged with a coincidence μ+ or π+ on the opposite target. The number of selected events
for the reaction under study is already background subtracted (the background amounts to about 30% of the observed
signal). The two lines correspond to events collected on two different 6Li targets

N
tag
ev N(K−

stop,tag) ε
tag
G

(ev) × 103 εD(ev) R/K−
stop(%)

10 ± 3 347174 ± 589stat ± 17359sys 9.0 ± 0.8 0.229 ± 0.008 1.43 ± 0.62stat
+0.20
−0.07(sys)

23 ± 5 363745 ± 603sys ± 18187sys 11.1 ± 0.8 0.313 ± 0.008 1.85 ± 0.56stat
+0.30
−0.09(sys)

Table 2
Measured number of events, K− and K+ stops in the same 6Li target, and capture rate for the reaction K− + (pn) →
Σ−p evaluated using the method of μ+ normalization (Kμ2 decays from the same target as the reaction under study).
The number of selected events is already background subtracted (the background amounts to about 30% of the observed
signal). The two lines correspond to events collected on two different 6Li targets

N(ev) Nμ+ N(K+
stop) N(K−

stop)

113 ± 11stat ± 11sys 76475 ± 277 1214996 ± 1102stat ± 60750sys 1535943 ± 1239stat ± 76797sys
132 ± 11stat ± 2sys 92031 ± 303 1414073 ± 1189stat ± 70704sys 1771202 ± 1331stat ± 88560sys

εG(μ+) εG(ev) × 103 εD(μ+) R′/K−
stop(%)

0.129 ± 0.002 14.6 ± 0.5 0.489 ± 0.011 2.22 ± 0.45stat
+0.22
−0.25(sys)

0.126 ± 0.002 15.9 ± 0.4 0.561 ± 0.011 1.50 ± 0.27stat
+0.15
−0.17(sys)

the hemispheres, and crossing almost the whole apparatus. The systematic error affecting this ap-
proximate procedure in the detector efficiency evaluation does not exceed 0.7% of the evaluated
rate.

In Table 1 the relevant numbers to get the R values for the two 6Li targets are reported.
A second way to determine the capture rate of the studied reaction is based on the normal-

ization on the number of μ+’s produced by K+’s stopping in the same target. In this way two
particles of the two reactions cross approximately the same region of the apparatus. The detector
efficiencies roughly cancel out for tracks of the same sign (muons and protons), and only the de-
tector efficiency for π−’s and the global efficiencies of each reaction must be evaluated, again by
means of a dedicated simulation of both the reaction under study and of the Kμ2 decay occurring
in the chosen target. Again we assume that, without any selection on the direction, the detector
efficiency for π− is roughly equal to that estimated for muons emitted from the same target. This
is due to the fact that almost similar tracks span the same apparatus region, independently of the
particle charge.

The capture rate R′ is therefore evaluated by the formula

R′ = N(ev)

Nμ+
· N(K+

stop)

N(K−
stop)

· εG(μ+)

εG(ev)
· εD(μ+)

εD(ev)
. (3)

Table 2 reports the relevant numbers to get the R′ values for the two 6Li targets.
The values of R and R′ for both the targets are in agreement, within the statistical error, except

for the value of R′ for the first 6Li target, which is compatible with the R measurement from the
same target within 2σ only. We assume that a total statistical error as big as the largest one of the
two measurements on the same target can be assigned to their weighted mean value.
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Therefore, one gets for the weighted means of the evaluated rates for the two 6Li targets (de-
noted in the following as 1 and 2) the two capture rates: R1 = (1.94±0.62stat

+0.20
−0.22(sys))%/K−

stop

and R2 = (1.57 ± 0.24stat
+0.18
−0.37(sys))%/K−

stop; their mean value is (1.62 ± 0.23stat
+0.71
−0.44(sys))%/

K−
stop, to be compared to previous measurements of the K− induced reaction obtained in bubble

chamber experiments. Ref. [21] reports a multinucleonic K− capture rate at rest of the order of
∼ 10% in deuterium, ∼ 16% in helium and ∼ 20% in carbon: the absorption rate is assumed
to remain rather constant beyond A = 4, perhaps increasing slowly for heavier nuclei where the
absorption most likely occurs on the nuclear surface. Out of all the multinucleonic K− capture
events in helium, according to Ref. [22] the rate for K− 4He → Σ−pd is (1.6 ± 0.6)%/K−

stop,
while for K− 4He → Σ−ppn is (2.0 ± 0.7)%/K−

stop.
These figures are in fair agreement with the results obtained in the present analysis. They can

be directly compared for the case of the K− 4He reaction where the d or (np) in the final state
can be assumed as spectators.

4. Conclusions

The inclusive proton momentum spectrum in K− reactions induced in 6Li exhibits a sharp
structure at about 500 MeV/c which can be rather easily explained as due to the interaction
of the K− on a “quasi”-deuteron cluster in the 6Li nucleus, leading to the two-body final state
Σ− + p. Both the observed proton and the π− from the Σ− decay have the right kinematic
features to confirm that they belong to this reaction. Moreover, the rate for such a reaction is
compatible with the rates of similar reactions observed in helium bubble chamber experiments.

Since the signal is quite similar to the observations of E471 in K− induced reactions on a 4He
target, the peaks observed by the two experiments could have the same nature, and maybe they
are simply due to a two-body reaction where a K− interacts on a “quasi” deuteron, both in 6Li
and in 4He. This possibility makes the claim for a deeply bound state unnecessary. On the other
hand, the absence of such a signal in the spectra out of 12C targets strengthens this hypothesis,
as a similar two-body mechanism would be possible even on 12C nuclei, but very difficult to
observe because of the size of the whole nuclear system and the dilution effects it entails.

Thus, we point out that the possibility of selective capture by clusters in nuclei can be the
source of ambiguities in missing mass experiments. Invariant mass measurements, exclusive and
more precise, would probably help to better clarify the interesting subject of the existence of such
states, supported by complementary information obtained with the missing mass method. In fact,
it must be reminded that the first experimental observation with the invariant mass technique,
performed by FINUDA, although more precise, presents a few inconsistencies compared to the
expectations of some theoretical models. So, on one side more experimental data are urgently
needed, to confirm the observed structures and to check for possible different decay patterns. On
the other hand, further theoretical calculations are required to explain the experimental observa-
tions and possibly discard their interpretation as K̄-nuclear states.
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